Abstract The objective of this study is to solve the problem of user data not being precisely received from sensors because of sensing region limitations in invoked reality (IR) space, distortion of colors or patterns by lighting, and blocking or overlapping of a user by other users. The sensing scope range is thus expanded using multiple sensors in the IR space. Moreover, user feature data are accurately identified by user sensing. Specifically, multiple sensors are employed when not all of user data are sensed because they overlap with data of other users. In the proposed approach, all clients share the user feature data from multiple sensors. Accordingly, each client recognizes that the user is the same individual on the basis of the shared data. Furthermore, the identification accuracy is improved by identifying the user features based on colors and patterns that are less affected by lighting. Therefore, accurate identification of the user feature data is enabled, even under lighting changes. The proposed system was implemented based on system performance analysis standards. The practicality and system performance in identifying the same person using the proposed method were verified through an experiment.
Introduction
Invoked reality (IR) has been the focus of many studies on loading virtual world content into the real world using a variety of natural user interface (NUI) technologies [1, 2, 6, 8, 12, 14] . The IR space enables users to interact based on diverse types of content. The NUI can be configured by applying the IR technology to the indoor space.
Recognition of a single user by employing a single sensor or multiple sensors in the IR space produces only one user event. Therefore, the recognition technology, including recognition of a user's motion or voice, can be easily implemented. However, when multiple users interact in the IR space, it is difficult for the sensors to accurately identify the events respectively performed by each user because the users block each other or overlap [3, 5, 7, 9-11, 13, 16] .
Furthermore, the IR space does not continually maintain a specific environment. The amount of sunshine or brightness of the interior lighting impacts user identification [3, 4, 11, 13, 16] .
The objective of this study is to expand the sensing scope range in the IR space by minimizing the impact of lighting. Accordingly, the problem of user data not being accurately identified on account of the blocking or overlapping by other users is solved. To this end, the sensing scope range is expanded in the proposed approach using multiple sensors in the IR space. User feature data are accurately identified by user sensing. Specifically, multiple sensors are employed if not all of the user data are sensed because they overlap with data of other users. In the proposed approach, all clients share the user feature data from multiple sensors. Accordingly, each client recognizes that the given user is the same individual on the basis of the shared data. Furthermore, the identification accuracy is improved by identifying the user features based on colors and patterns that are less affected by lighting. Therefore, accurate identification of the user's feature data is enabled, even when lighting changes. This approach to identifying multiple users can be applied to IR-based conferencing systems or military training systems based on body motion recognition. For these applications, the approach would variously combine technologies, such as gesture, voice, and face recognition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the trends and features of related research are outlined. Section 3 presents the proposed approach for identifying the features of multiple users in the IR space. Section 4 describes the experiment conducted on the system implementation, and the results are analyzed. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related works
Human subjects can receive personalized contents by intuitively adapting themselves to the IR space. The objective of identifying multiple users by employing basic technology has been actively investigated to provide services required by each user in all locations in the IR space [3, 4] .
In daily life, sensors detect the physical amounts of light, heat, and temperature, and the changing of these elements depending on the applications. These values are determined by using specific signals. For example, lighting sensors measure brightness, infrared sensors detect object movements by emitting infrared rays, and webcams enable video conferencing using the Internet or by transferring video images in real time. In particular, Microsoft's Kinect sensor was developed to recognize the physical motions and voice of a user without controllers by employing sensor technology.
In some approaches, multiple users are identified by employing a single sensor that uses colors and patterns as features. Use of only color features may affect the obtained images depending on lighting changes. This disadvantage has been compensated by using combined pattern features to enhance robustness to lighting changes. Moreover, the identification of multiple users based on a single sensor is limited by the sensing scope. To address this limitation, the identification of multiple users based on multiple sensors has been actively investigated.
Han's method [3] employs color histograms with color and texture information identified from RGB data obtained from Kinect using the Kinect sensor. In this approach, the head of a user entering into the sensing scope is identified; the user's silhouette is quickly examined by fixing the length ratio of other body parts based on the head area. When more than two users enter the sensing region, clothing is selected as the user feature based on the assumption that it is rare for two users to be wearing the same clothing. Han's approach extracts the silhouette of each user entering the sensing scope range using the Canny edge detector. It connects all histograms to the user's final histogram and estimates the angle between two histograms. When the angle between the two histograms is below the given threshold, the user is identified as being the same person.
Yumak [15] focused on re-identifying a narrator. The user's skeleton is detected and the image patch is then extracted. The local binary pattern (LBP) and hue, saturation, and value (HSV) color histogram are applied to the image patch. LBP is widely used because it is minimally impacted by lighting changes and it has a simple structure. The color histogram can collect differentiated data from multiple color channels. The matching score is estimated by comparing the user template saved for the narrator entering and withdrawing from the sensing scope range by using a Kinect sensor. If the matching score is higher than the given threshold, the relevant user identity is selected. If it does not match the user template, the user is classified as a new one and is added to a list.
In the present study, re-identification of the user by employing a narrator is the approach used to address the above limitations. The method of Yumak [15] , as described above, is applied. Moreover, multiple users are identified with a single sensor using colors and patterns as features by employing one Kinect sensor, while all clients share the user feature data from multiple sensors. The pattern features are used together to avoid the impact of lighting effects. Accordingly, each client recognizes that the user is the same individual on the basis of the shared data. Furthermore, the identification accuracy is improved by identifying the user features based on colors and patterns that are less affected by lighting. Therefore, accurate identification of the user feature data is enabled, even under lighting changes.
Extracting user features for user identification
In this section, the proposed algorithm for extracting user features to identify the same person in the IR space is described. In addition, the method for integrating the user feature data from each sensor in the server is outlined.
Identifying the same person based on multiple sensors
Multiple users enter the sensing scope range in the IR space. Clients extract the features of each user. The server estimates the similarity between the user's feature data acquired from multiple clients and the user features in the server database. The user with the highest similarity value is determined to be the same person. Synchronization is performed by sending the data of the user who is deemed the same person to all clients. Figure 1 illustrates the structure for identifying the same person based on multiple sensors.
Experiment of extracting features of multiple users based on colors and patterns
When multiple sensors are used in the IR space, the same person can be identified only when all sensors accurately recognize the features of each individual and share the user data. If only a single feature is used to this end in the procedure, it is difficult to identify the user when several users with similar features enter the sensing scope range. Thus, multiple features are applied to identify the user, even when one kind of feature is the same.
In image processing, colors can be distorted, or patterns or textures can become ambiguous on account of the lighting. Furthermore, lighting can cause errors when extracting the features of each object. Constant lighting cannot be maintained in a real experiment environment.
Extraction of features using the CIELAB color space
The CIELAB color space is applied to minimize errors caused by lighting and the color data are used as features. The CIELAB color space enables color similarity recognition, specifically the coefficient and color space relating to the color recognition ability of a human being. The L coordinates in CIELAB refer to the color brightness. The A coordinates indicate proximity to red as being closer to +a, and proximity to green as being closer to -a.
To use CIELAB color space, the color space of 2D image is converted from RGB to CIELAB. And the histograms are calculated for only A and B channels excepting L coordinates, for eliminating the impact from lighting. We extracts CIELAB based histogram features from head, upper body, and lower body from a user. From a 2D image, we converts the color space in only three parts, head, upper body, and lower body, with given sizes for each part.
Extraction of texture and pattern features based on LBP
The most important features of LBP are its simple operation and robustness to lighting changes. After the color space of an image is converted to CIELAB, LBP is used to identify the textures and patterns of the image. As circular texture data, LBP value is one when a pixel is brighter than the center pixel when the relative brightness changes in neighboring 3*3 pixels, and it is zero when it is darker. We calculate histograms for each color channel and each body part image as a feature. 
Extraction of user height features
In some cases, multiple users wear clothing of the same colors, textures, and/or patterns. In these cases, the features of a trigonometric function using the distance to a sensor and the user's height are applied to identify the user. Figure 2 describes the extraction of a user's height and distance between the sensor and user when multiple users enter the sensing scope range.
The feature of a user's height is determined with Formula (1), where x 2 is the distance between the user and sensor, and x 1 is the distance between a previous sensor and the user. In addition, y 2 is the user's height in the present frame, and y 1 is the user's height in the previous frame. Figure 3 illustrates the distance between the sensor and user, along with the user's height.
Extracting and identifying user features
Similarity is estimated by comparing the user's features saved in the server and the features of multiple users extracted in the IR space in real time. Comparison between features is performed by applying the formula to estimate the Bhattacharyya to the histogram of the color and pattern features extracted above. The Bhattacharyya distance measures the similarity of discrete or continuous probability distributions. It is frequently used to measure the similarity between two histograms. The user's feature data are saved in the server. Height features are compared per frame and the tangent value is estimated using Formula (1). The tangent value becomes the user's height feature in the final similarity formula.
Various features are extracted and applied to determine that the user is the same person by comparing the data from all sensors. Formula (2) indicates the final similarity by estimating several feature values. Here, i is a user ID, n is the number of features, a j is a feature value, b j is a weight value, and S i is a final similarity.
Same-user identification system structure
The same user identification system classifies the client and server roles. The client extracts the user's color and pattern data, as well as the user's height ratio, as the features using the approach for extracting the feature data of colors and patterns. Next, the client transfers the extraction results to the server. The server compares the user data from each client to the user data saved in the server. It identifies the user with the highest similarity by estimating the degree of similarity of the user's data to the user's data in the server. After estimation in the server, the data on the user with the highest similarity is transferred from the server to the client. The same user is identified among multiple users through the above procedure.
Experiment and analysis
The proposed system was implemented to identify multiple users by employing multiple sensors using the proposed approach. The experiment was performed to analyze the system identification performance.
Experiment objective
The goal of the experiment was to determine the system's performance in accurately determining the user identity, Kinect player index, and similarity to each client by using multiple sensors when more than two users were involved.
The common problem in existing research was selected as the experiment condition. The experiment was additionally intended to verify the accuracy of the proposed method of identifying the same user among multiple users by employing statistics. The three main experiment goals were to verify:
1) The accuracy of user identification when a user escapes the sensing scope of multiple sensors in the IR space and re-enters it. 2) The identification of multiple users when lighting changes in the IR space.
3) The accuracy of identification when more than two users wearing clothing in similar colors and patterns enter the sensing scope.
The accuracy of identification as described above was statistically measured and the practicality of the proposed algorithm was verified using the analysis results.
Experiment methodology
The experiment development environment is described in the following subsections.
Environment for the experiment development
Two personal computers (PCs) were used as the system to identify the same user among multiple users by employing multiple sensors. The specifications were an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690, GeForce GTX 960, Window 8, and the Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 development platform. The sensor was evaluated by connecting two Kinect sensors, version 1, for Windows.
Experiment environment
The experiment was performed in a rectangular IR space that was 2-m wide and 4-m long. When multiple users were detected using only one Kinect sensor, the users could block each other or overlap. In this case, the skeleton could not be exactly recognized; thus, it was difficult to obtain accurate user data. To solve this problem, more than two Kinect sensors were used. The sensing scope was expanded using the multiple sensors, and the user's feature data were extracted at various angles. The users were identified in real time by connecting one client PC to each Kinect sensor. Both the server and client were connected to the remaining PC. The server integrated the user's feature data, compared it to the user's data in the server, and synchronized the user identity. Figure 4 shows the experiment environment with the arrangement of multiple sensors. 
Experiment sample data
To identify the same person among multiple users in the space with multiple sensors arranged, the experiment was executed using the data on six users. Table 1 is the sample data on 6 users participating in the experiment.
Experiment procedure
The experiment is executed as described below. First, the server saved the user's feature data obtained using the sensors in front of and behind the user in the IR space. Next, the participants entered the IR space one after another. Then, each client visualized and confirmed the same person among the multiple participants (users). Finally, the user exited from the sensing scope range of multiple sensors together with multiple other users.
Experiment contents
The user focus areas were designated as the pre-conditioning process before extracting the user's color features when entering the IR space. The user's head, abdomen area, and a portion of the lower body were designated as the user focus areas. The color and pattern features of those focus areas were identified and employed as the user feature data.
Extraction of user color feature
The user color features were extracted using the Kinect sensor. Because the color was comprised of RGB data, it was converted using the CIELAB color model conversion formula. The histograms of the values of A and B, except L corresponding to brightness in CIELAB, were extracted and used as the features. Figure 5 illustrates the RGB image of the user focus areas, and the image converted into CIELAB. Figure 6 presents the histograms on A and B channels of CIELAB. The highest weight was applied to the user color feature in the experiment. From the experiment, it was determined that, when the color feature weight was increased, the accuracy in identifying the same person in multiple users showed the highest value.
Extraction of user material and pattern features
As the experiment pre-process, histograms of material and patterns of user focus areas were extracted by applying LBP on those areas. Figure 7 represents an application of LBP on images of the areas. Figure 8 depicts histograms of LBP applied to these images.
Extraction of user height features
The distance between the user and sensor, as well as the user height, were used as the features. When the user height feature had a higher weight than the color, texture, or pattern feature, the identification accuracy was not significant. Although color, textures, and patterns have relatively unique properties, the user height produced an error when being measured by the sensors. Nevertheless, good performance was shown when a significant difference existed in the heights of multiple users.
User feature data synchronization
The following procedure was executed to express the identification result by synchronizing the same-person data from multiple users to all clients. First, the user feature data were extracted for each user, and the collected feature data were saved in the user feature database in the server. Each client extracted the user feature data per frame and transferred the data to the server. The server estimated the similarity by comparing the feature data from each client with the feature data saved in it. All clients experienced the similarity estimation procedure with the user feature database. The user identity with the highest similarity and the final similarity after the estimation were transferred to all clients for synchronization. Figure 9 illustrates the system structure for identifying the same person. Fig. 8 Histograms of LBP applied to user focus areas Fig. 9 Structure of the same-user identification system
Experimental results and analysis
The experiment was executed based on the experiment conditions described in Section 4.1. Because our system runs at 30 fps, it does not abundant any captured frame from Kinect. The system's accuracy in identifying the same person among multiple users was analyzed.
4.4.1 Analyzing the accuracy in identifying the same person exiting and re-entering sensing scope range
The experiment analyzed the accuracy in properly assigning the user identity when a user exited the sensing scope range of multiple sensors and then re-entered it. Table 2 presents the accuracy of identification for the single user entering the sensing scope range using the sample data from Table 1 . In accordance with the experiment results, User 5 shows lower accuracy in the identification than other users. However, all other users have a high accuracy in identification when they exit the sensing scope for a short time and re-enter it. Table 3 shows the identification accuracy when multiple users enter the sensing scope range. In multi-user identification, the average identification accuracy is decreased. Because skeleton information captured from an immovable user is slightly different for each frame, the color features from a user's body parts are also different. By this phenomenon, extraction of color features from three body parts can be affected. To reduce such influence, a method to extract same feature from each body part in the different frames should be studied in the future. Figure 10 illustrates the experimental results of identifying the same person among multiple users.
Same-person identification under IR space lighting changes
Most previous studies that selected color as the user feature showed that the identification accuracy is significantly reduced when the lighting changes. Accordingly, the present experiment identified multiple users both in bright and dark environments. Moreover, the lighting intensity was changed during the experiment for identifying multiple users. Based on the results, User 1 with a patterned top, User 2 with a pink top, User 3 with a black top and pants, and User 6 with a top with yellow lettering were identified among the six users. However, User 4 was frequently misidentified as User 3, which made it difficult to identify User 4. Table 4 presents the user identification status in accordance with lighting intensity changes.
Identification accuracy when more than two users wore similarly colored and patterned clothing
The proposed algorithm used the color and pattern of the user's head, along with the color and pattern of the clothing top and pants, as the user features.
The experiment was executed to analyze the identification when more than two users wore similarly colored and patterned clothing. Table 5 outlines the results. 
Conclusion
In existing studies, when identifying the same person among multiple users, blocking or overlapping of a user by other users under lighting intensity changes is an obstacle to accurately extracting the user features. This obstacle makes it difficult to identify the same person when a user exists and then re-enters the sensing scope range. In this study, the CIELAB color model and LBP were used. They did not have a significant impact from lighting intensity changes. The sensing scope range was expanded using multiple sensors, and the user feature data were synchronized to enable user identification by employing additional sensors when one sensor failed to identify the user. This approach reduced users blocking or overlapping each other. The performance of the proposed approach was assessed by presenting the performance assessment standards. According to the results, the identification accuracy of the approach is 89.75 % when multiple users exit the sensing scope range and then reenter it. Under lighting intensity changes, the system identifies that four out of five users are the same person. The same person can be identified among multiple users because the user identity is retained without changing, even when the users are blocking or overlapping each other. Because current latest version of Kinect is now available, we are planning to upgrade our system to be operated under Kinect v2. And, in our continuous research on this system, the proposed method is scheduled to run in more states of users. For instances, the method needs to be operated though the distance between the sensor and a user is varied and the users are conducting random gestures.
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